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BY DOREEN SEAMON
for The Dominion Post

This year this article is
following a hypothetical cou-
ple through their lives to see
what role estate planning
had on their family. To review
prior articles, go to Seamon-

L a w O ff i c e s . c o m / B l o g .

Our story follows a couple I refer to as
“John” and “Sue.” We initially worked together
to establish their initial estate plan when they
were young parents. They became the
guardians of John’s 10-year-old nephew
whose mother passed away. Unfortunately,
Joey had some developmental deficits when
he came to live with them, and they have
recently been informed that Joey is on the
autism spectrum. At our previous meeting,
they knew this could be the outcome, but
given Joey’s difficult childhood, they were still
going through the process of determining how

much his developmental delays were related
to his upbringing and how much was due to a
potential diagnosis.

Now that we know that Joey’s issues are
likely serious enough to qualify him for means
tested benefits such as certain Social Security
and Medicaid benefits, updates need to be
made to their estate plan. When a beneficiary
of an estate or even a large gift is on means-
tested benefits, it is very important to manage
that inheritance or gift properly. John and Sue
had researched supplemental needs trusts
(“SNT”) and the West Virginia ABLE accounts
but they were confused as to which option
would be the best solution.

We began our discussion with the ABLE
accounts, these are very useful for persons
who the Social Security Administration qualify
as disabled by the age of twenty-six years old.
They are similar to a 529 Plan accounts.
There are limitations to how much money can
be deposited into an account on an annual

basis but generally it is now $16,000 total per
year from all combined sources. Most people
are unaware that there is a Medicaid payback
with these accounts when the owner passes
away with funds in the account. But ABLE
accounts are great tools to give Joey flexibility
and autonomy in handling money himself.

By contrast a SNT is a tool that could
receive the inheritance or gift without lim-
itation and does not have a Medicaid pay-
back. The disadvantage of the SNT is that you
need an attorney to draft the trust and they
can be a bit complicated to manage for a lay
person so sometimes professional trustees
are utilized.

John and Sue were very confused by all of
this and were uncertain which tool would be
best for Joey. The answer is both. The SNT
can receive larger gifts or inheritances without
adverse consequences to Joey’s benefits and
if there are funds left in the trust upon Joey’s
death, the remainder can be distributed to

whoever John and Sue choose. The trust can
also be used to add funds to his ABLE account
from time to time providing Joey a flexible tool
to use for spending money as he gets older.

They had concerns regarding who should
manage Joey’s trust since public benefits can
be very complicated, so we set up a meeting
with the folks at the West Virginia PACE Trust
Fund. PACE serves as a professional trustee
for a pooled SNT and in the future, PACE will
also serve as trustee of standalone SNTs. We
decided it would be a good idea for them to
meet with the folks at PACE while we worked
on their estate plan, and while their financial
planner set up the ABLE account. They were
relieved that they could work on all three
aspects simultaneously.

Doreen L. Seamon, J.D. is an attorney with Seamon
Law Office PLLC. Her experience includes elder care and
estate planning. She writes a regular column for Senior
Post. Contact her at columns@dominionpost.com.
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BY JENIFFER GRAHAM
for The Dominion Post

Debbie Braham likes to cook, travel, and
she likes her job. She said this is the second
time she has worked as an AmeriCorps
m e m b e r.

   According to its site, AmeriCorps’ mission is
to improve lives, strengthen communities and
foster civic engagement through service and
volunteering.

“I did AmeriCorps back 20 years ago or
more,” Braham said. “At that time I worked
with a program called Let’s Read West Vir-
ginia. I went into the county schools as a
reading tutor and I loved it.”

   Braham said at that time the program only
allowed its members to serve two years. She
said that was how she become a substitute
teachers’ aide after her two years of service
was up.

Braham said she decided to once more
sign up for AmeriCorps after talking with Don
Maleta, outreach coordinator for the Catholic
Charities Raymond Wolfe Center.

“There was an AmeriCorps poster in the
window and I asked him if Raymond Wolfe had
an AmeriCorps person,” she said. “I told him I
was looking for something to do. He gave me
the information and I called Charleston and

was hired on Dec. 16, 2020.”
She said her job has provided her with a

variety of experiences.

“I love my job,” Braham said. “I help with
food order distributions, deliveries, do case
study for food orders and help with other work
related projects.”

   She said AmeriCorps requires members to
do two service projects each year. Braham
said on Martin Luther King Day she teamed up
with the Grandparenting Program to collect
cleaning supplies and take them to two of the
local elementary schools.

“We were able to supply about 15 families
with cleaning supplies,” she said.

Braham said she enjoys working to help
the community.

“I like to do things that benefit the com-
munity and makes it better,” she said. “I have a
year in (AmeriCorps) and my time will be up in
December. AmeriCorps lets you do four years
now. I hope I will be able to do another year.”

   
   When asked about travel and cooking,
Braham said she liked to visit places she
hasn’t been to before.

“I like to cook but so does my husband. So
he does most of it,” she said. “But I do get to
cook every now and then.”
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BY APRIL WINTERMOYER
for The Dominion Post

You hesitate to talk with
your aging loved ones about
their care needs and future
plans, but they are showing
signs of needing more help.
Mom keeps forgetting to take

her medications. Dad balks at bathing and is
unsteady on his feet. How much longer can
they live safely on their own? How do you and
the rest of the family start a positive dialogue
with your parents about home care?

   Initiating the conversation with an elderly
loved one can feel daunting and is why Right
at Home has developed RightConversation-
sSM for effective communication between
you and your aging family members. A prac-
tical approach in the family caregiving pro-
cess, RightConversations offers tips and
tools for discussing your relative’s prefer-
ences and possibilities for extra assistance to
continue a lifestyle they enjoy. The con-
versation does not ask your loved one to
surrender their independence but to surround
themselves with proper care for living com-
fortably at home.

It can be a real challenge to talk through
health, finances and other personal issues
with aging loved ones the goal of this free
publication helps families be proactive in
what to discuss with seniors and how to
phrase questions. There are also easy-to-
use planners to help with gathering doc-
umentation and pertinent information to
ensure elders receive the best care now and
in the years ahead. RightConversations is a
complimentary resource that reduces family
caregiver stress and builds rapport between
elders and their concerned family members.

If you wish to access the free Right-
Conversations resource you can find it at
h t t p s : / / w w w. r i g h t a t h-
o m e . n e t / r e s o u r c e s / g u i d e s / r i g h t - c o n v e r s a-
tions

   8 Tips to Improve Family Caregiver
Communication

   If you do not have internet access here is a

summary of the tips listed in the guide. These
realistic ideas will help foster strong family
dynamics to ensure the safety and comfort of
older relatives:

   1.Gather accurate, relevant information to
help you assess signs of your senior’s chang-
ing needs. Are bills being paid? What about
spoiled food in the home? Are they wearing
the same clothes for days on end? Note if
your senior can no longer perform certain
tasks fully or independently. Listen to your
inner voice. It could be telling you that some-
thing is not quite right and that your loved
one’s condition is changing.

   2.Review the facts and avoid personal biases
so your loved one does not feel judged or
pressured into what you want. Be aware that
unresolved issues such as built-up anger or
frustration from the past may block current
dialogue. Limit your assumptions about your
senior ’s well-being and stick to factual obser-
vations.

   3.Involve siblings from the beginning in
conversations with your older parent or rel-
ative. This may mean putting aside personal
challenges with a brother or sister to seek the
interests of your parent. Your senior may be
sharing information differently with other fam-
ily members, so it’s important to address
these differences upfront.

   4.Create a positive conversation by lis-
tening with intent to understand rather than to
respond. The goal is not to give advice but to
express love and concern for your aging
loved one. Sharing feelings with a friend,
counselor or support group can help keep
your emotions in check during family dis-
cussions.

   5.Understand why your loved one may
withhold information or resist sharing emo-
tional vulnerability. Keep in mind that elders
typically come from a generation of holding
personal thoughts and fears to themselves.
While you are focused on protecting your
parent’s home environment, your mother or
father may be afraid of losing their inde-
pendence or being abandoned in a care
f a c i l i t y.

   6.Be aware of the tendency of your loved
one feeling ambushed by a “you” versus “us”
approach. Acknowledge each other’s per-
spectives and focus on partnering to create a
plan to keep them independent rather than
acting in opposition.

   7.Be prepared for what to do if your loved
one says “no” to suggestions for personal
assistance and home care. If the conver-
sation stalls, be prepared to take a step back
and give your senior time to think through
your words and concerns. Try positive lan-
guage such as “by doing , we are able to keep
you in your home longer” or “we can spend
more time together by doing .”

   8.Because I love you. Above all try to help

your loved one to understand that your con-
cern is an act of love and concern. It is not an
attack of their ability to care for themselves.
Their happiness and safety are at the root of
your concern.

   While it can be disconcerting to see older
loved ones show signs of needing more
assistance with daily activities, many seniors
are actually relieved their families notice and
care. Exploring concerns and options
together makes for shared decision making
and meaningful relationships well beyond the
initial stressful conversation.

April Wintermoyer is owner of Right at Home In
Home Care & Assistance in Morgantown. Contact
her at columns@dominionpost.com.
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Irene Marinelli writes a regular colunm for Senior Post.
Contact her at columns@dominionpost.com.

BY IRENE MARINELLI
for The Dominion Post

“Now every field is clothed with grass,
and every tree with leaves;

now the woods put forth their blossoms,
and the year assumes its gay attire.”

                                                ~ Virgil

Today I cleaned my small greenhouse at the top of the
garden. The air was so mild, the sun poured down its golden
light like melted butter from the bowl of heaven. After the
long, cold winter this first small hint of spring was more than
welcome. It felt good to be doing something spring-like,
readying the greenhouse for the rows and rows of seedlings
that would soon fill it’s shelves. It turned out to be a long,
tedious chore only because I had allowed the greenhouse
to become cluttered with things that didn’t belong there.
Once more I was made aware of the difference decluttering
any space makes in cleaning it and putting it to good use.
Coming inside to shower after all that dirty work, I made
great plans for the days and weeks ahead when I would put
together my vertical planter, fill the new raised beds and
plant a variety of seeds in the greenhouse. Then, as we
were settling in the family room to watch a movie after
dinner Rob told me the weather forecasters predicted snow
and cold for the coming week. Such are the vagaries of
spring.

   Every year this glorious season we call spring comes on
tiptoe to quicken our senses. Actually it’s probably a good
thing the season doesn’t burst upon us without warning.
Indeed, the fact that rain comes almost constantly, the
thermometer drops and we sometimes even have a hefty
snowfall in between days of beneficent warmth and sun-
shine makes us look forward even more to the time when
spring arrives to stay until it makes way for summer.

Sometimes thinking about spring brings some unusual
rumination. Renewal comes to mind and I wonder if we
humans are programmed to accept and seek renewal when
the darkness of winter is over and spring opens the door to
warmth and light.

   Perhaps this season is the perfect time to look at some of
the areas in our lives that could use tweaks and even
changes. Relationships, our health, those habits that have
hung on uselessly far too long. We can focus on new
beginnings, for spring is not only a season of renewal but
also a season of rebirth. All of nature is focused on new life.
We might be wise to bring some changes, some “newness”
to our own lives during this season.

“Anticipation” is a word that points to springtime. The
hope of sunny days, the sense of motivation is high in the
spring. We expend time and effort on cleaning and orga-
nizing our homes, our gardens and all our living spaces. We
could, as well, look honestly and carefully at our lives,
getting rid of grudges, useless anger, habits that inhibit our
good health and well being. Decluttering is not only
beneficial for our living spaces, but also for our thinking and
decision making. As we anticipate picnics, family gath-
erings, swimming and boating and other delights of sum-
mer, so can we anticipate a healthier body, a more gentle
spirit with changes we can make.

I think of spring as a gift, a forever gift. L.M. Montgomery
writes, “That is one good thing about this world ... there are
always sure to be more springs.” More springs and more
chances for basking in the sun. The earth turns and the
seasons change. What we do with each season is some-
thing to think about, to plan and to enjoy.

Solution on page 10.
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